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This white paper was developed as part of a collaboration with the National Academy for State Health Policy (NASHP), with support from Arnold Ventures, to assist states implementing Prescription Drug Affordability Boards. The recommendations expressed herein are presented for informational purposes only and do not constitute official legal guidance.

Executive Summary
Several states are aiming to address high prescription drug prices by establishing prescription drug affordability boards (PDABs). These boards are broadly tasked with assessing the affordability of selected drugs sold in the state. For drugs found to be unaffordable to state consumers or the state health care system, some PDABs have the authority to set upper payment limits (UPLs), creating a maximum rate at which the drug can be purchased in the state.

There are several ways states could calculate and select appropriate UPL values. Different methodologies may be more or less useful depending on why a particular drug is deemed unaffordable. This white paper describes three potential strategies PDABs may employ to arrive at a UPL, leveraging the insight and data from the affordability review process. The strategies are presented as follows:

Strategy 1: Reference Pricing. If the price paid for a drug is higher than prices paid for similar drugs or for the same drug in other contexts, PDABs may consider setting a UPL using a reference pricing strategy. This could be done by internally referencing a drug’s price to prices of therapeutic alternatives, or by externally referencing to the price of the drug in other countries or prices negotiated by public payers like Medicare or the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Strategy 2: Net Price. For highly-rebated drugs that pose significant out-of-pocket costs to patients, PDABs may consider linking a UPL to the net price of the drug after any rebates or discounts negotiated between the drug manufacturer and PBM. This method may ensure that patient out-of-pocket costs would be based on the net price, although Boards will need to consider the implications of this approach on formulary placement.

Strategy 3: Budgetary Thresholds. For drugs that are clinically effective yet pose affordability challenges due to substantial spending by state and private payers, some PDABs may consider examining a drug’s budgetary impact in setting a UPL. This could be done by limiting the drug’s contribution to increases in health insurance premiums or by leveraging a modified budget impact analysis to establish cost savings targets.
Background
As of February 2024, seven states have enacted Prescription Drug Affordability Boards (PDABs) to address high prescription drug prices and the impact of these prices on patient access to drugs. Several of these boards fulfill this mission by performing affordability reviews of selected drugs to determine if those drugs pose affordability challenges in the state.¹

For drugs deemed unaffordable based on these reviews, four state PDABs have the authority to establish upper payment limits (UPLs), or the maximum rate at which the drug can be purchased in the state. UPLs have the potential to better align drug spending with the benefits that therapies provide to patients, address the budgetary impact of costly drugs to payers, and reduce the financial burden for patients who use some costly medications.

Although the enabling statutes give some guidance on factors PDABs must consider when developing UPLs, boards have the ability to develop specific processes for determining UPLs. This white paper outlines three strategies PDABs could consider in developing such a process. The applicability of each strategy depends on the Board’s authorities and priorities. By considering a range of options, state PDABs will be better equipped to implement upper payment limits that improve drug affordability.

From Affordability Review to UPL
If, at the end of the affordability review process, a PDAB finds a drug to be unaffordable, the Board may then determine that a UPL is an appropriate mechanism by which to address that unaffordability. When setting a UPL, Boards are typically statutorily tasked with considering certain criteria, including:

- The cost of administering the selected drug;
- The cost of delivering the selected drug to patients in the state;
- The status of the selected drug on the FDA drug shortage list;² and
- Other administrative costs associated with the manufacturing and delivery of the drug.

Some state PDABs, such as the Colorado board, are additionally tasked with considering the impact of UPLs on older adults and persons with disabilities.³

In considering these criteria, PDABs may leverage the data compiled during the affordability review to inform UPL decision-making as permitted under statute. Doing so would reduce administrative burden and enable a more cohesive analysis. Useful data elements in assessing a drug’s affordability and determining UPLs include the drug’s price, manufacturer rebates, net sales, average patient out-of-pocket costs, availability of patient financial assistance programs, and other various fees and costs incurred in the pharmaceutical supply chain. Such information could be collected from manufacturers, wholesalers, pharmacies, clinicians, patients, and other stakeholders via voluntary or required submissions as part of the affordability review process.

PDABs are also positioned to use information on a drug’s comparative effectiveness and safety in both affordability review and UPL discussions. This information can facilitate a PDAB’s understanding of a

¹ For additional information on the affordability review process, please see our companion white paper outlining considerations for affordability reviews.
² Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Drug Shortages Database. https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/drugshortages/default.cfm
³ 10-16-1407, 10-16-1412(2), and 10-16-1403(5), C.R.S.
drug’s benefits relative to its therapeutic alternatives and provide a comprehensive picture of the drug’s competitive landscape. Comparative effectiveness and safety can be reviewed separately from assessments of a drug’s cost-effectiveness, and PDABs must adhere to any statutory limitations on using cost-effectiveness information. For example, some PDABs can use cost-effectiveness analyses incorporating quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) in their assessment of a drug’s affordability, but not when determining the price at which to set an upper payment limit.4,5,6

Many PDABs are also tasked with considering whether a selected drug is currently in shortage. Information on US drug shortages is maintained by both the FDA and the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP).7,8 When assessing shortage data, it is important to recognize that there are several reasons drugs may be listed as in shortage; shortage data are reported by manufacturers and may be incomplete; and drugs in shortage can vary daily and by both dosage strengths and forms. This means that PDABs should carefully evaluate the source, quality, and completeness of shortage data before using this information to decide whether to set a UPL.

In addition, the emergence of new information relating to a drug’s clinical use, regulatory status, or market position may necessitate adjustments to the UPL value over time. As state PDABs consider processes to set UPLs, an important component will be how to incorporate new data and update UPLs over time.

Introduction to Potential UPL Strategies

By combining the information prepared during the affordability review process with additional required statutory elements specific to UPLs, state PDABs can conduct robust analyses and arrive at an appropriate UPL value. However, the process of setting a UPL should be grounded by an understanding the primary drivers of why the PDAB found a drug to be unaffordable. To do so, PDABs may consider the following questions:

- Is the drug overpriced relative to the prices of available therapeutic alternatives or relative to prices paid by other entities?
- Do patients using the drug incur substantial out-of-pocket costs?
- Does spending on the drug place excessive financial burdens on the health care system in the state?

The sections below outline three UPL strategies that may be applicable depending on the answers to these questions. PDABs may consider incorporating one or more of these strategies into their UPL methodology. The strategies proposed below are not intended to be prescriptive or exhaustive. Rather, they highlight key considerations for PDABs as they implement an innovative mechanism to improve the affordability of prescription drugs for patients.

Strategy 1: Reference Pricing

Strategy 1A: Referencing to Prices of Therapeutic Alternatives

---

4 10-16-1407, 10-16-1412(2), and 10-16-1403(5), Colorado Revised Statutes (CRS).
5 Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 70.405.050.
6 Minnesota Session Laws, Chapter 57 -SF2744, Sec. 35.
7 FDA. Drug Shortages Database. https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/drugshortages/default.cfm
For drugs with less costly therapeutic alternatives, PDABs can use the prices of alternatives to determine a UPL, a strategy known as **internal or therapeutic reference pricing**. In cases in which there are no meaningful differences between a drug and its therapeutic alternatives, this approach is straightforward. But even if the safety or effectiveness of a drug differs from therapeutic alternatives, prices can be compared via **efficiency frontiers**, a strategy used in Germany to negotiate prices. This section discusses the strengths and limitations of this approach.

**Therapeutic Reference Pricing**

Therapeutic reference pricing refers to the drug pricing approach of establishing maximum spending based on the prices of a drug’s comparators. The purpose is to adhere to the principle of paying similar prices for drugs that offer similar benefits to patients. For PDABs, this approach will be most useful for drugs with therapeutic alternatives, at least one of which is priced lower than the drug of interest.

Many payers inside and outside the US use therapeutic reference pricing to lower prescription drug spending. Typically, payers create groups of drugs deemed to be therapeutic alternatives (often, but not always, drugs in the same pharmacologic class) and set an upper reimbursement limit for the group.

For example, Germany uses a reference pricing approach as part of its health technology assessment process. The comparative safety and effectiveness of all new drugs are assessed; those determined to offer no meaningful benefit over therapeutic alternatives are placed in a reference pricing group along with the therapeutic alternatives. To incentivize companies to price their drug at or below the reference price for the group, patients incur higher out-of-pocket costs if a drug is priced higher than the reference price, and no cost-sharing if the drug is 30% lower than the reference price. This approach has contributed to lower average drug prices, health care spending, and patient out-of-pocket costs.

US entities have explored implementing reference pricing as well. The RETA Trust, a US-based health care purchaser, began using reference pricing for more than 1,000 prescription drugs in 2013, setting maximum reimbursement rates at the price of the lowest-cost in-class alternative. Scholars have also proposed leveraging therapeutic reference pricing as a means for CMS to maximize drug-level savings from Medicare price negotiations. Overall, the reference pricing approach has been found to result in

---


lower drug prices, increased use of targeted drugs, and lower drug spending by payers and patients while maintaining access.\textsuperscript{18}

Although state PDABs do not currently have the authority to implement formal reference pricing, similar principles could be used to determine UPLs. For example, states can set UPLs based on the lowest price among a group of therapeutic alternatives. This approach would ensure that the drugs at issue cost no more than similar drugs. However, several key factors are relevant if states choose to pursue this approach:

1. \textit{Defining therapeutic alternatives} – The list of therapeutic alternatives should reflect drugs that can reasonably be used in place of the selected drug. In many cases, such drugs will be in the same pharmacologic class, although there are cases when between-class comparisons are acceptable. For drugs with multiple FDA-approved indications, the list of therapeutic alternatives may differ for each indication. In these cases, states will need to choose an approach, such as (1) only including alternatives that are approved for all the same indications as the selected drug; or (2) setting separate prices based on reference groups for each of the drug’s indications; these per-indication prices could then be combined via an average, weighted by how frequently the drug is used for each indication.\textsuperscript{19}

2. \textit{Effect on out-of-pocket costs} – Although states have the authority to set UPLs, patient access to and out-of-pocket costs for these drugs are determined by individual health plans, frequently based on tiered formularies set by pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs).\textsuperscript{20} In cases with multiple therapeutic alternatives, health plans and PBMs often select one or two “preferred” drugs within a class; these preferred drugs often have lower out-of-pocket costs for patients than non-preferred alternatives. Typically, PBMs negotiate rebates in exchange for offering preferred status to one or more drugs in the class. If a PDAB sets a UPL for one drug but not others in the class, PBMs may leverage this UPL to negotiate rebates for other products; the result could be that insurers offer preferred coverage to a therapeutic alternative instead of the drug with the UPL. If allowed under statute, one way to overcome this is to set the same UPL for all the therapeutic alternatives (e.g., all drugs in a class). For example, the PDAB could set the UPL for all therapeutic alternatives based on the lowest-priced drug of the group. This is likely to be most effective if the group of therapeutic alternatives has similar safety and efficacy in treating a specific condition or set of conditions.

\textbf{Efficiency Frontiers}

Even if there are meaningful differences in safety or effectiveness between a drug and its therapeutic alternatives, PDABs could still leverage comparisons between drugs to ensure that prices are aligned with their benefits (i.e., the most effective drugs are allowed the highest prices). One approach to doing

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} This does not apply to uninsured patients, whose access and out-of-pocket costs would be directly impacted by a UPL that reduces the list price of a selected drug.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
so is using **efficiency frontiers**, which compare the costs and benefits of drugs to identify reasonable prices at every level of benefit.\(^{21,22}\)

The most prominent example of efficiency frontiers being used is in Germany where the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) uses efficiency frontier analyses to inform its drug price negotiation.\(^{23,24}\) This process is grounded in a formal assessment of the net benefit of a drug and its therapeutic alternatives. Efficiency frontiers are a **two-dimensional assessment** and thus rely on a **single measure** of a drug’s **net benefits** and a **single measure** of its **net costs**.

1. **Net benefits** - The benefits of drugs can be measured using any number of clinical outcomes, such as those measured directly in clinical trials. If a drug and its alternatives vary only across one outcome, the efficiency frontier can be established using that single outcome. If a drug and its therapeutic alternatives vary both in terms of safety and effectiveness or if there are multiple measures of effectiveness, the most prudent approach is to combine these into a single composite measurement, such as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). However, some PDABs are statutorily prohibited from using QALYs when setting UPLs. These states may be permitted to use other composite measures, such as equal-value life-years gained (evLYG), in their analysis.\(^{25}\)

2. **Net costs** - Net costs should include the drug's price minus any offsetting costs from lower health care use (e.g., reduced hospitalizations). It is only necessary to consider offsetting costs that vary between drugs; any cost offsets that are the same across drugs will not affect the results.

To identify the efficiency frontier, a plot is made of each drug’s net cost (y-axis) vs. net benefits (x-axis). As shown in **Figure 1**, each number represents a different hypothetical drug in the same class that treats the same disease. Treatments A, C, and E represent the “frontier” (i.e., those offering the greatest benefit for the lowest cost). Treatments B and D are more expensive but offer less benefit; these drugs would need to be priced lower to be cost-effective (shown by the red arrows).

---


\(^{22}\) Sandmann et al. 2018.

\(^{23}\) Version 7.0 of the IQWiG General Methods (Allgemeine Methoden) is available online only in German. [https://www.iqwig.de/ueber-uns/methoden/methodenpapier/](https://www.iqwig.de/ueber-uns/methoden/methodenpapier/)


Drugs with the best within-group benefits are always on the frontier. Although efficiency frontiers cannot directly determine specific UPL values, states can leverage this tool to set UPLs based on the prices of in-group alternatives.

**Limitations of Therapeutic Reference Pricing and Efficiency Frontiers**
Reference pricing and efficiency frontiers face limitations when therapeutic alternatives or in-class comparators themselves have high prices. When this is the case, even if the negotiated drug does not have a demonstrated therapeutic advantage over the reference drugs, the resulting price might not yield substantial savings or represent a fair price for the therapeutic value of the drug. It is, therefore, important to consider whether the therapeutic alternatives are similarly unaffordable when deciding to use these approaches. However, this approach leverages existing market competition among therapeutic alternatives, which frequently offer sizeable discounts to obtain preferred formulary position from PBMs and payers. This means that, in some cases, referencing a drug’s price to its therapeutic alternatives could lead to a UPL that is lower than what is deemed cost-effective using traditional approaches. In these circumstances, PDABs may consider leveraging other strategies to identify an appropriate UPL value.

**Strategy 1B: Benchmarking to a drug’s price for other entities**
Whether or not a drug has therapeutic alternatives, PDABs could use prices negotiated or set by other entities to determine a UPL, a strategy known as external reference pricing. This strategy reduces the administrative burden of conducting independent UPL analyses, provided that the external prices used are useful comparators to the PDAB’s state-specific considerations. Some state PDABs are statutorily required to consider certain external pricing sources. Other state entities, like Massachusetts’ Health Policy Commission, require manufacturers to submit the prices offered to other US and non-US entities for drugs under price review for the state Medicaid program. We highlight the benefits and limitations of this approach using three different external prices: 1) the price of the drug negotiated by other

---

26 Minnesota Session Laws. Chapter 57 -SF2744, Sec. 35.
countries; 2) the drug’s maximum fair price as established by Medicare price negotiation; and 3) the price negotiated by the Department of Veterans Affairs.

International Reference Pricing
On average, drug prices in the US are 2-3 times higher than in other industrialized countries. The concept of benchmarking prices in the US to those negotiated by other prices, or international reference pricing, has been popular among US policymakers. For example, the Elijah E. Cummings Lower Drug Costs Now Act (H.R. 3), which was passed by the US House of Representatives in 2019, proposed that Medicare price negotiation should be based on a price ceiling of 120% of the average cost of medication in six high-income countries. This bill, though never enacted, was projected to save Medicare $448 billion over a 10 year period. Later, a 2020 executive order by the Trump administration proposed that Medicare use the lowest international reference price as a maximum fair price, referred to as the “most favored nation” approach. That order and the associated Most Favored Nation Model were subsequently abandoned.

The primary reason that other high-income countries pay less for brand-name drugs than the US is that most engage in a health technology assessment (HTA) process for drugs after regulatory approval, through which the benefits of new drugs are evaluated, and national maximum prices are negotiated accordingly. In addition, many countries “cross-reference” prices between countries, meaning that a reduction in price in one country directly and indirectly affects prices in another. For example, international reference pricing is an important consideration for Canada’s Patented Medicines Prices Review Board (PMPRB) when determining prices for branded prescription drugs, helping the PMPRB negotiate better prices for these drugs.

Limitations of International Reference Pricing
A key challenge for payers interested in using international reference pricing is that prices negotiated by other countries are often confidential. Although manufacturer list prices in other countries are typically lower than negotiated net prices in the US, many countries negotiate additional confidential discounts that are not reflected in this price. Statutory restrictions on international data sharing may also prohibit PDAB access to other countries’ drug pricing information.

Another limitation is that other countries negotiate prices using methods and values that may not match those used by state PDABs. For example, many international HTA bodies perform cost-effectiveness analyses that measure health benefits using quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), a metric which some

34 https://www.cms.gov/priorities/innovation/innovation-models/most-favored-nation-model
PDABs cannot incorporate in their own analyses. Finally, the FDA is frequently the first regulator to approve new drugs, meaning that external reference prices based on international prices may not be available for newly marketed drugs.\(^{37}\) HTA processes can also take significant time to complete and publicly release.

**Medicare Maximum Fair Price**

The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) of 2022 allows the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to negotiate **maximum fair prices (MFPs)** for certain eligible drugs in the Medicare program.\(^{38}\) There are important restrictions on which drugs CMS can select for negotiation. Most importantly, drugs must have at least $200 million in annual Medicare spending and at least 7 years must have elapsed since a drug’s first FDA approval (11 years for biologics).\(^{39}\) The initial set of drugs selected for MFP negotiation has somewhat overlapped with the list of drugs eligible for PDAB affordability review, highlighting the value of using a drug’s MFP as a reference, if available.

Medicare negotiates MFPs based on several factors, including a drug’s benefit as compared to therapeutic alternatives, estimated costs of research and development, public investment in the drug’s discovery or development, and the cost of manufacturing and distributing the drug.\(^{40}\) CMS will refer to data collected from manufacturers, the FDA, stakeholders, and the literature; of note, CMS is not legally permitted to consider evidence that uses QALYs.\(^{41}\) CMS plans to use a qualitative approach to combine quantitative information from statutory factors, and ultimately prices are negotiated between CMS and drug manufacturers.

The MFP must be lower than a statutory ceiling price. For drugs reimbursed under Medicare Part D (i.e., retail pharmacy drugs), the ceiling price is the lesser of the average net price including rebates negotiated by Part D plans or a percentage of the non-federal average manufacturer price (non-FAMP), ranging from 75% for drugs FDA-approved between 9 and 12 years earlier, 65% for drugs FDA-approved between 12 and 16 years earlier, and 40% for drugs FDA-approved 16 or more years earlier.\(^{42}\) In a simulation of this negotiation using 2018-2020 data, the ceiling price was a median of 66% (IQR 60-77%) lower than Medicare’s pre-rebate spending.\(^{43}\) As of January 2024, drugs reimbursed under Medicare Part B (i.e., clinician-administered drugs) are not subject to price negotiation until 2028.

Medicare is required to publish the MFPs for negotiated drugs at the end of the process. The MFPs for the first ten drugs selected by CMS in August 2023 will be published by September 2024.\(^{44}\) In addition, CMS will publish a summary of the factors that helped guide negotiation of the MFP, although such

---


\(^{42}\) CMS. 2023.


summaries may not be available immediately; for the first ten drugs, CMS has until March 2025 to publish these summaries.\textsuperscript{45}

**Limitations of Using the Medicare MFP**

Medicare will only negotiate up to twenty drugs each year (fewer in the first three years), and only certain drugs are eligible. As a result, not all drugs eligible for review by state PDABs will have been negotiated by Medicare, including newer drugs and those for which spending is predominantly among Medicaid or commercially insured populations. Additionally, drug manufacturers have initiated numerous legal challenges to Medicare negotiation.\textsuperscript{46} Although the merits of these cases have been questioned, it is unclear if there will be any changes or delays to the process before the first set of MFPs is published in 2024.\textsuperscript{47,48}

**Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Prices**

Although Medicare’s price negotiation process is novel, other federal health care programs that directly purchase drugs from manufacturers or wholesalers have used negotiation in part to pursue better value for prescription drug prices for years. Perhaps the most prominent is the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), which receives substantial statutory rebates on drugs and further negotiates prices, reaching a pricing level that is, on average, half of that paid by Medicare for expensive brand-name drugs.\textsuperscript{49}

There are several pricing levels at the VA with progressively lower prices as shown in Figure 2. At the highest level is the **Federal Supply Schedule (FSS) price** available to all federal purchasers.\textsuperscript{50} FSS prices generally enable federal purchasers to obtain brand-name drugs at prices similar to or below those negotiated between the manufacturer and its “most-favored commercial customer.”\textsuperscript{51} The four largest federal purchasers (i.e., the VA, Department of Defense, Public Health Service, and the Coast Guard) also have access to the **Big Four price**, which is the lower of the FSS price or the **federal ceiling price (FCP)**. The FCP is equivalent to 76% of the average price at which the drug is purchased by non-federal purchasers. Finally, for some drugs, VA negotiates even steeper discounts using its **National Contract program**. In these cases, the VA typically contracts with the manufacturers of one or a few drugs that are therapeutically similar, leveraging its closed national formulary to require providers to prescribe only those drugs with a national contract price.\textsuperscript{52,53} An exception process is available to provide coverage for drugs that are not on the national formulary but may be necessary under certain circumstances.

\textsuperscript{45} CMS. Fact Sheet: Medicare Drug Price Negotiation Program Revised Guidance. Published June 2023.  


\textsuperscript{48} Daval CJR, Kesselheim AS. We can’t let drug companies get out of negotiating prices. *Washington Post*. Published October 23, 2023.  


https://www.fss.va.gov/

\textsuperscript{51} CBO. A Comparison of Brand-Name Drug Prices Among Selected Federal Programs. Published February 2021.  


\textsuperscript{53} VA. VA Formulary Advisor. Updated December 14, 2023.  
https://www.va.gov/formularyadvisor/
The VA publicly releases the FSS and Big Four prices for drugs on its formulary; some but not all national contract prices are available. The robustness of the discounts secured by the VA combined with the transparency of the data makes the VA experience a potentially valuable resource for PDABs seeking UPL price comparators.

Limitations of Using VA Prices
State PDAB should consider the distinct characteristics of VA prices. Although negotiated, federal prices published by the VA are also subject to several statutory discounts that prevent the VA from paying more than non-federal purchasers and limit the impact of price increases over time. These statutory requirements do not exist for state PDABs, meaning that the circumstances surrounding VA prices may not always match those for PDAB-established UPLs. Rather, VA prices may be best used as one reference among many that PDABs may consider during UPL deliberations. In addition, some of the steepest discounts obtained by the VA through National Contracts are confidential and, thus, may not be accessible to PDABs.

Strategy 2: Net Price
A key purpose of state PDABs is to improve the affordability of prescription drugs for consumers. One important driver of unaffordability is how drug prices affect out-of-pocket costs paid by patients using expensive drugs. States may wish to consider the association between prices and out-of-pocket costs when setting UPLs, including how this relationship is affected by rebates.

---

56 McCaughan M. Veterans Health Administration. Health Affairs. Published online August 10, 2017. doi:10.1377/hpb20171008.000174
For drugs dispensed at the pharmacy, the wholesale acquisition cost (WAC), also known as the list price, is the price at which the manufacturer offers a drug for sale to a wholesaler or other direct purchaser not including discounts or rebates. The net price, by contrast, reflects the price of the drug paid by insurers after rebates or discounts, typically negotiated by PBMs in exchange for favorable formulary placement. Unfortunately, financial incentives can lead participants in the supply chain, such as PBMs and some 340B entities, to prefer drugs with high list prices and high rebates. Although both list and net prices for prescription drugs have increased in recent years, the gap between these two values has widened. The size of rebates varies between drug classes; for example, Medicare Part D rebates average above 50% for diabetes drugs but less than 10% for cancer drugs.

Although health plans use rebates to offset premiums, these rebates do not directly result in lower out-of-pocket costs for patients. Patients with copayments are unaffected by rebates, but coinsurance and deductibles are calculated by health plans based on the retail prices at a pharmacy or health care facility, which are closely tied to list prices. And, though some patients may use manufacturer coupons or patient assistance programs to reduce out-of-pocket spending, such programs are not available for all drugs and vary in their eligibility criteria and applicability. These programs have also been criticized for increasing system-level health care spending by directing patients toward high-cost branded drugs over lower-cost alternatives.

Thus, for highly rebated drugs, PDABs may consider setting UPLs to protect patients from paying high out-of-pocket costs based on list prices, reducing the need for external patient assistance programs. PDABs could set the UPL at or near the drug’s existing average net price, making this price the benchmark from which patient out-of-pocket costs are calculated by payers. This approach would benefit patients who use highly-rebated drugs with high list prices. Compared to other approaches, setting a UPL near the drug’s net price would be administratively straightforward.

Clinician-administered drugs (e.g., infused and injected medications) have distinct opportunities and challenges. The discounted prices at which hospitals and clinics acquire these drugs (the average sales price) are publicly available because they serve as the basis for Medicare reimbursement. Meanwhile, private-payer reimbursement for these drugs is variable and often exceeds average sales prices. As a result, states could set UPLs based on the publicly available average sales price data to ensure that patients pay out-of-pocket costs based on reimbursement rates that reflect the net price of the drug. This

---

would not substantially affect reimbursement by Medicare, but it could lower hospital and physicians’ office revenues from private insurers.

**Limitations of Using Net Prices**

A major challenge to using net prices is that rebates negotiated by PBMs or insurers for specific drugs are confidential. Some national rebate estimates are available from companies including SSR Health, although these are predicted values, they necessarily have limitations such as the likelihood that they may overestimate the rebates negotiated by private and Medicare Part D plans. Some PDABs may be permitted to solicit rebate information from manufacturers or payers, which could overcome this barrier. A second limitation is that rebates vary substantially between payers. Thus, the average rebate amount may reflect an additional discount below net prices for some payers, but may be higher than the current net price for others.

States should also consider how setting a UPL at the net price may have downstream effects on a drug’s formulary placement. Typically, PBMs can only negotiate large rebates for drug classes with multiple therapeutic alternatives, with manufacturers being willing to offer rebates to obtain preferred formulary position. If a state sets a UPL for one drug at the net price, that drug’s manufacturer would no longer be able to offer large rebates in exchange for PBMs offering preferred formulary position; by contrast, PBMs could continue to negotiate rebates from alternative drugs that do not have UPLs. This could result in payers placing the UPL drug on a less preferred tier than therapeutic alternatives that continue to have high prices and, therefore, higher out-of-pocket costs for some patients. One way to address this problem is for PDABs to consider setting UPLs for multiple drugs in a therapeutic class, as described in strategy 1A.

For drugs with small rebates (e.g., oncology products and products for rare diseases that often lack competition), this strategy may not offer any substantial benefit because net and list prices will be similar. In these circumstances, PDABs may consider pursuing a different methodology to determine an appropriate UPL value.

**Strategy 3: Budgetary Thresholds**

Some drugs reviewed by PDAB may be clinically effective but pose affordability challenges to the state health care system either due to high prices, a large treated population, or both. For this subset of drugs, PDABs may consider setting a UPL as a means to lower spending, particularly among state-financed public payers. To do so, PDABs could leverage system-level analyses to optimize a UPL value and model its potential impact.

**Premium Growth Thresholds**

Though out-of-pocket costs are important drivers of medication adherence and use, drugs with a major budget impact may also result in higher insurance premiums for all insured patients as payers pass drug spending through to consumers. To achieve the goal of improving affordability to patients, state PDABs
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69 Nagar S, Kesselheim AS, Rome BN. Medicare Drug Price Negotiation: Few Drugs, Big Impact? *Health Affairs Forefront*. Published online June 9, 2023. doi:10/gs3g3g
may wish to measure and respond to these premium increases using UPLs. This could be particularly impactful for cases for blockbuster drugs that have measurable effects on payers’ actuarial decisions.

For example, the approval and expected market entry of the Alzheimer’s therapy aducanumab (Aduhelm) in 2021 was directly cited by CMS as a driver of a 15% increase in Medicare Part B premiums in 2022 as the agency confronted the drug’s potential budgetary impact.\(^70\) Similarly, payers and employers have grown increasingly concerned with the budgetary effects of GLP-1 inhibitors for obesity.\(^71,72,73\)

To evaluate a drug’s impact on premiums, PDABs would likely need to engage with payers and directly solicit information on how the selected drug affects plan spending. This may be facilitated through state drug price transparency programs, some of which require payers to report the drugs with the greatest contribution to premium increases.\(^74\) This payer-reported data on premium increases and plan spending could then be paired with data on the beneficiary population to estimate the average premium or premium increase attributable to a given drug per plan beneficiary per year.

This baseline would then enable PDABs to determine an acceptable premium increase threshold for the selected drug, above which the drug would continue to present affordability challenges to the state. For example, if a drug is found to contribute to an estimated $100 annual increase in premiums per beneficiary, PDABs could target a UPL that would limit the premium impact to $50 per beneficiary. Such a framework would enable the Board to model various UPL scenarios to maximize the impact of the mechanism on state health care spending. This option would also provide PDABs an opportunity to demonstrate cost savings that otherwise may not be attainable by focusing solely on patient out-of-pocket spending.

**Limitations of Using Premium Thresholds**

While evaluating and addressing the system-level impacts of a drug through insurance premium effects may be a feasible option for some PDAB-reviewed drugs, there are limitations to such an approach. Namely, identifying a single drug’s impact on premiums may be complex. This may make it more practical for PDABs to assess the premium impacts of a full therapeutic class of drugs during the UPL process if permitted under statute (see Strategy 1).

Additionally, it may be challenging for PDABs to identify an appropriate premium growth threshold, particularly if the premium impact, though sizeable in the aggregate, is small when measured per-beneficiary. For example, targeting a $15 premium increase instead of a $20 increase without a UPL could lead to major savings for the health system but the small savings per consumer could pose a messaging challenge for PDABs. Engaging with payers and employers to better understand how such a UPL approach will affect spending may be important to better understand this dynamic.

Budget Impact Analysis

One tool PDABs may use to evaluate system-level spending is a budget impact analysis, which measures the relative financial impact of a new health technology (e.g., a drug) on a payer’s budget. Budget impact analyses can be valuable for informing implementation across a host of health care services, including prescription drugs.⁷⁵

Whereas cost-effectiveness analyses assess the value of a new treatment relative to a standard of care, budget impact analysis helps payers determine the costs and savings associated with covering a new treatment.⁷⁶ Budget impact analysis is an assessment of costs only, rather than costs and health outcomes, as is done in cost-effectiveness analyses. Compared to cost-effectiveness models, budget impact is typically examined on a shorter time horizon (e.g., 1 to 5 years). These two analyses are often considered together as components of a health technology assessment to inform coverage and reimbursement decisions.⁷⁷ In the US context, public entities like the VA, which operates with a fixed health care budget, often use budget impact analyses along with other methods to assess new health care interventions.⁷⁸

Although budget impact analyses are typically not the sole factor in decision-making, they can provide important context to determine the feasibility of reimbursing a new drug. For example, many new million-dollar gene therapies may be cost-effective if they substantially improve life expectancy for terminal pediatric diseases, but these treatments’ budget impact may cause the technology to be unaffordable to the health care system.

In short, budget impact analysis measures the net financial burden or benefit of implementing a new technology in a health system. Making this assessment requires multiple inputs, many of which may be available to PDABs via data collection during affordability review and UPL processes. These data inputs include the price of the drug, the number of potential patients who could be treated, the price and use of therapeutic alternatives, the downstream health costs offset by the technology, and the expected uptake of the new drug.⁷⁹

Provided that PDABs have access to adequate data and analytic tools to perform a budget impact analysis, this assessment may aid Board understanding of the current state budgetary reality of a selected drug. This baseline could then be used to examine how setting a UPL value may maximize system-level savings. By running scenarios with different UPL values or other assumptions in the analysis (e.g., UPL-related changes in prescriptions, changes in list price), PDABs could generate an estimated range of cost savings from which an ideal UPL value could be identified.

Limitations of Budget Impact Analysis

---

⁷⁵ Smith NR, Levy DE. Budget impact analysis for implementation decision making, planning, and financing. Translational Behavioral Medicine. Published online September 30, 2023. doi:10.1093/tbm/ibad059

⁷⁶ For additional information on cost-effectiveness analysis, please see our companion white paper outlining considerations for PDAB affordability reviews.


Budget impact analysis is not commonly applied to existing, on-market drugs. Rather, this tool is traditionally used to inform payer decision-making on new drugs at the time of market entry. In addition, the analysis is typically done for a single payer, which may present challenges for PDABs with UPL authority extending to multiple private and state-funded health plans, each of which may have different budgetary priorities. Most importantly, budget impact does not capture a drug’s benefits to individual patients or society. Nonetheless, PDABs may extract important information from this approach by modelling how different UPL values may impact drug spending by the payer segments under PDAB purview.

Like using a UPL to reach a premium growth threshold, though, PDABs may also find it challenging to identify an appropriate cost savings threshold through budget impact analysis. While a 5% cost savings may have a profound impact on state drug spending and enable funding reallocation to other important services, this savings may seem negligible to patients and other stakeholders. Thus, pairing budget impact analysis with consideration of the objectives of a particular UPL would be a valuable exercise to ensure PDAB goals are effectively articulated and achieved.

Conclusions
As state PDABs begin setting UPLs to address rising prescription drug costs, they are tasked with identifying a reasonable value for the UPL that adequately alleviates the financial burden of the drug while also acknowledging the complexities of the pharmaceutical supply chain. The three broad strategies outlined in this white paper are designed to help states in this process, recognizing that UPL decision-making may be highly dependent on the individual drugs and Board priorities. A summary of these strategies, including their potential strengths and limitations, is provided in Table 1.

Each strategy has its strengths and limitations, some of which may be consequential for a given drug under PDAB review. The nuances are important for PDABs to embrace as they consider UPLs, striking the appropriate balance between establishing a consistent deliberation process and allowing enough flexibility to address the underlying drivers of a drug’s unaffordability. The strategies detailed in this white paper are not mutually exclusive; states could assess drugs using multiple strategies to determine an appropriate UPL.

Additionally, PDABs may also discover in moving through the UPL process that setting a UPL for a drug may not fully address the drug’s affordability challenges. Rather, the UPL may improve one aspect of a drug’s affordability, while drawing attention to areas where further policy interventions are needed. PDABs should document these opportunities and request additional authority from state legislators in the future to address them.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference Pricing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Therapeutic Reference Pricing & Efficiency Frontiers | Compare a drug’s price and value to that of its therapeutic alternatives to calculate a UPL. | • Ensures that a drug’s price is reflective of its value relative to therapeutic alternatives.  
• Uses a straightforward analysis that PDABs could conduct independently with the appropriate data. | • May have limited benefits when a drug’s therapeutic alternatives also have high prices.  
• Identifying a drug’s therapeutic alternatives may be challenging.  
• May have implications for a drug’s formulary placement. |
| International Prices | Calculate a UPL based on the price of a drug in a selection of other industrialized countries. | • Incorporates other countries’ robust, well-tested health technology assessment processes into UPL deliberations.  
• Leverages lower international prices.  
• Reduces burden of conducting independent UPL analyses. | • Prices negotiated by other countries are often confidential.  
• Methodologies and values other countries use to determine price may not match that of PDABs.  
• International prices may not be available for newly marketed drugs. |
| Medicare Maximum Fair Prices (MFPs) | Set a UPL at a value equivalent to the price of a drug as negotiated by Medicare. | • Leverages the negotiation power of Medicare.  
• Uses a price already available for some patients in the state.  
• Reduces burden of conducting independent UPL analyses. | • Only a small number of drugs will have MFPs each year.  
• Some drugs eligible for PDAB review may not be eligible for Medicare negotiation. |
| Dept. of Veterans Affairs (VA) Prices | Benchmark the UPL against a drug’s VA-negotiated price(s). | • Enables the use of publicly reported prices and a long-standing price negotiation regime to derive a UPL value.  
• Reduces burden of conducting independent UPL analyses. | • VA prices are subject to statutory discounts that may not directly translate to PDAB processes.  
• Some discounts obtained by the VA through its National Contracts program are confidential. |
| **Net Price** | | | |
| Net Price | Set a UPL at a drug’s average net price (after rebates and discounts). | • Leverages existing market negotiations.  
• Ensures that rebates and discounts will be reflected in patient out-of-pocket costs (deductibles and coinsurance). | • Rebate information used to determine net price is confidential and varies among payers.  
• May have implications for a drug’s formulary placement.  
• Not useful for drugs with small rebates. |
| **Budgetary Thresholds** | | | |
| Premium Growth Thresholds | Assess a drug’s insurance premium impacts to identify a UPL value that minimizes attributed premium growth. | • Addresses the impact of high drug spending across insurance beneficiaries.  
• Leverages existing drug price transparency information to derive premium impacts.  
• PDABs can demonstrate premium savings as improved affordability to consumers. | • Identifying the premium impact of one specific drug may be challenging.  
• Drugs may have large aggregate spending but small per-beneficiary premium impact. |
| Budget Impact Analysis | Conduct a modified budget impact analysis to identify a UPL value that generates system-level cost savings | • Facilitates PDAB understanding of a drug’s budgetary impact.  
• Can use data already collected by the PDAB or other state entities.  
• Generates multiple UPL scenarios from which to estimate a value that maximizes system-level savings. | • Budget impact analysis is typically reserved for new drugs that are not yet on the market.  
• May require multiple analyses by the payer, which could be resource intensive.  
• Reaching a cost savings threshold that achieves the PDAB’s intended goals may be challenging. |